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In Europe, a new cosmetic regulation entered into force July 11th amending and innovating the old system based on national laws. It is a fact that the EU regulation strongly influences some other geographic areas such as ASEAN countries, New Zealand and is a reference or close to (as Canada) for others.

The key points to examine in the new regulation are:
- A new notification system based on the cosmetic products notification portal has been developed by the EU Commission in order to register all products before marketing
- An improved product information file that companies must have available for competent authorities
- A more detailed pre-market safety assessment for each product
- A new cosmeto-vigilance system that will make cosmetics more close to a pharma system
- A total ban on animal testing
- The new system of GMP based on a specific ISO defined for the cosmetic industry

This presentation provides an overview of the European regulatory requirements for cosmetics products covered by the new regulation.

It explains how products are defined and classified and provides an insight to some specific points such as the role and identification of the responsible person, the manufacturer and the importer. Some tricks will be described in order to allow a useful at a glance description of the specific European system giving some detail on Internet resources helpful to comply with the new rules.
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